
 

PRIEST LAKE FLIGHT 
   

 

   It's Winter and from where I'm sitting, 

the snow looks very beautiful and very 

cold.  My shop is cold, which means that I 

must go out and stoke up the wood stove 

and let it warm up the place  to the point 

where I can work in something less than 

a parka.  But I don't want to today.  Such 

bother.  I'd rather tell you about one of 

our Summer flights where the flight was 

fun and the “livin was easy”,  easy that is, 

if you don't mind sleeping in a tent.  

Actually, the sleeping part of tenting isn't 

so bad, it's the pitching the tent part that 

can be a challenge, especially if you have 

a tent like mine that gives Rubics Cube a run for the money.  You can see from the picture just 

how proud I am to have the damn thing up and running.  And if you do mind the tent part, there 

are cabins there for rent.  If camp cooking is not your bag, you can dine at the restauant at the 

waters edge like we did, just off the north end of the runway at Cavanaugh Bay Resort. 

 

        The flight itself is a bit less than 2 hours in our 

Sundowner.  My wife, Sandy and I flew North from Yakima to 

the Ellensburg VOR and then turned East at 40 degrees or so 

for 195 miles, passing on the way,  Banks Lake,  Wilber ( the 

middle of no- where), Lake Roosevelt (formed by Grand 

Coolee Dam and which goes all over now where), then Pend 

Oreille River, which lays in a beautiful valley and on to the 

southeast end of Priest Lake and Cavanaugh Bay.  The 

airstrip lays just beyond the South end of the bay.  The 

approach, landing to the South, takes you close to the tops of 

the cabins and out buildings, trees, and a restauant that make 

up the resort.  You'll be close enough to the restaurant to see the folks dining out on the deck 

overlooking the beautiful lake.  My head, however, was screwed straight ahead at the touchdown 

area with hopes that I would not overshoot, what 

with being a bit high on final.  I'm often high at 

unfamiliar, uncontrolled airstrips 

especially if there are trees or buildings to 

clear.   Not the best habit I must admit.  But not 

to worry, the strip is grass and has a bit of an 

upslope that slows the ship down in a hurry.  The 

strip was much smoother than the last time we 

were there and the grass was mowed.  All good 

things for the Sundowner and it's occupants.  

The caretaker, Allen Lieske, (mobile phone  

208-659-8198) told me that a lot of work had been 



done recently on the strip to smooth it out.  He showed us the best places to park being that we 

were tent camping, which placed us close to the toilets and showers available to pilots.  Other 

amenities included free coffee, a Ford Taurus (place gas money in the can in the trunk please) 

and a fiberglass canoe for you fishing or paddling types. 

   The restaurant  had just reopened after 

an ownership change and we partook of 

breakfast, lunch and dinner for the two 

days we were there.  The food was great as 

was the beer and wine, as was the view of 

the lake with the multitude of boats tied up 

in the slips. 

   I brought a inflatable canoe-kayak for 

Sandy and I to try out.  It's maiden voyage 

was a success meaning that we managed to 

stay right side up and dry.  I think that 

fishing would be very easy out of it, or even in it,  but 

we were content in just paddling around and taking 

in the view. 

   There is a sandy beach located right in front of the 

restaurant and kids were having a great time 

swimming there.  A few hearty adults could also be 

seen bobbing around in the waves. 

   As you all are well aware of, where there are pilots 

and beer there is jabber.  In fact, beer isn't really 

needed for the flying types.  Say airplane and their 

jaw starts moving, but it sure makes the jabber more interesting, at least for me.  And if you sit 

out on the deck, beer in hand, you can almost touch the 

wings of the planes on very short final for the strip, with 

the other hand. 

   We'll be 

going back 

to this 

pleasant 

place this 

summer for 

some more 

tenting, 

eating, 

drinking, 

plane 

watching, jabbering and hopefully, some fishing.  Join us won't you? 

 

Uncle Bob 


